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Abstract-This paper is concerned with generalizing formal recognition methods from parsing theory to 
schemata knowledge representations. Within Artificial Intelligence, recognition tasks include aspects of 
natural language understanding, computer vision, episode understanding, speech recognition, and others. 
The notion of schemata as a suitable knowledge representation for these tasks is discussed. A number of 
problems with current schemata-based recognition systems are presented. To gain insight into alternative 
approaches, the formal context-free parsing method of Earley is examined. It is shown to suggest a useful 
control structure model for integrating top-down and botton-up search in schemata representations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recognition tasks are a general class of problems in Artificial Intelligence (AL). Such tasks 
include aspects of natural language understanding, computer vision, speech recognition, and 
episode understanding. This paper is concerned with presenting new computational mechanisms 
for their efficient implementation. In particular, we will explore the possibility of generalizing 
ideas developed in formal parsing theory to controlling search in schema knowledge represen- 
tations. 
Recognition tasks are characterized by the use of a finite knowledge base to classify or 
recognize an arbitrarily large number of inputs. The knowledge base provides models of the 
objects that can legitimately be input to the system. These models are sufficiently powerful to 
decide class membership for any input. The output of the recognizer is a (perhaps unique) 
symbolic structural description of the input. The description makes explicit the objects and 
their relationships that were found in the input. 
The knowledge base must be expressed in a formalism appropriate to the task. In the past 
few years, an apparent convergence of ideas towards the notion of schemata[4] as a suitable 
knowledge representation has occurred[5]. The theoretical properties of schemata re still 
emerging and have been discussed at length under various names in the literature Cframes [2,6, 
71, scripts [8], plans [9], schemata [ lo]). Related work in semantic network representations has 
also seen keen research interest [I I-141. Most of this research has been concerned with the 
descriptive adequacy of schemata. Issues of search and control in schema representations are 
still poorly understood. We argue that knowledge representation cannot be studied in- 
dependently of a theory of recognition encompassing both description and the methods that 
interpret the knowledge structures. The focus of this paper is this procedural aspect of 
recognition in schema-based systems. 
In the next section, we will review current schema methodology. In Section 3, search 
mechanisms for this representation will be characterized and some fundamental difficulties will 
be presented. To gain insight into alternative techniques, the formal recognition methods 
employed in the parsing of context-free languages will then be examined. In particular, in 
Section 4, we will focus on the elegant parsing algorithm of Earley[3] for its application in 
unrestricted omains. In Section 5, we will present a model for recognition in schema-based 
systems that incorporates these ideas. Finally, in the concluding section, the advantages of this 
model and its relationships to other recognition paradigms will be discussed. 
This methodology has recently been used in an experimental computer program called 
Mapsee [34]. The program is a sequel to an earlier program, Mapsee [35], that employed anetwork 
consistency representation and a uniform constraint propagation control structure[39]. Both 
programs interpret hand-drawn sketch maps of cartographic scenes which may contain con- 
ventional symbols for roads, rivers, mountains, towns, bridges, islands and lakes. A typical input 
map for Mapsee is shown in Fig. 1. This sketch map is a liberal rendition of the Madison. 
Wisconsin metropolitan area. 
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Fig. I. A sketch map of Madison, Wisconsin. 
The sketch map domain was chosen for the following reasons: 
(1) Sketch maps capture in a simple form fundamental problems in representing and applying 
knowledge in model-driven visual recognition. 
(2) Techniques for understanding maps have application in interpreting real imagery. In 
particular, sketch maps are being used to guide the automatic interpretation of aerial 
photography [40]. 
(3) By employing the same task domain, the capabilities of schema-based systems can be 
compared with the well understood network consistency methodology. 
2. SCHEMATA 
Although Artificial Intelligence ncompasses a multitude of diverse research domains, issues 
in the representation and efficient application of knowledge are central to the entire field. It is 
not possible in this paper to discuss the theoretical properties of schemata in detail. Instead, the 
reader is referred to the reference given above. However, aspects of the representation that 
support recognition do need to be outlined. 
2.1 Composition and specialization 
Schemata re structural models for representing objects, events, actions, situations, and 
their sequences [5]. The representation is modular and object-centered, implying that each 
schema represents a single concept. Schemata contain relations with other schemata, forming 
schema networks. 
In recognition systems, two types of relations are of particular importance: composition and 
specialization. Complex concepts are represented as specific compositions of simpler schemata, 
resulting in composition hierarchies. The recognition of a complex schema proceeds by the 
recursive recognition of its component parts such that the internal constraints of the schema 
remain satisfied. Illustrated in Fig. 2 is the schema composition hierarchy for the Mapsee 
sketch understanding system. 
In this hierarchy, each node is a schema and the arcs between nodes represent relations 
between schemata. Looking downward, these arcs represent “composition” whereas in the 
upward direction, they represent its inverse relation, “part-of”. The intuitive interpretation of 
the hierarchy is that a cartographic World is composed of some number of geographic systems, 
called Geo-Systems, which are in turn composed of combinations of River-Systems, Road- 
Systems, Mountain-Ranges, Shorelines and Towns. Each of these are, in turn, composed of 
simpler sub-schemata finally terminating in the primitive input sketch lines, called chains, and 
the “white space” regions bounded by the chains. Conversely, the hierarchy can be viewed as a 
part-of hierarchy representing, for example, that Town schemata re component parts of both 
Geo-Systems and Road-Systems. 
Schemata form a second type of hierarchy important for recognition systems called a 
specialization hierarchy or historically, the ISA hierarchy[41]. The top node of this hierarchy is 
a schema which represents a generic class of objects. Each descendent node in the hierarchy 
represents a specialization of the class of its parent. For example, the specialization hierarchy for 
Geo-Systems in Mapsee is given in Fig. 3. A Geo-System is initially a set of undifferentiated 
regions and embedded chains in a sketch map. As additional constraints on a Geo-System are found 
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Fig. 2. Mapsee composition hierarchy 
Fig. 3. Geo-System specialization hierarchy 
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during recognition, its interpretation can be refined first to either a Landmass or a Waterbody and 
finally to one of Island, Mainland, Lake, or Sea. Each of these specializations can be a distinct ype 
of schema in the hierarchy. 
2.2 Classes and instances 
Schemata re used to represent both stereotypical knowledge about classes of objects and 
specific information about particular instances of some class[24]. Every class contains a set of 
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variables, V = {Vi, i = 1, . . . k}, often called slots [6]. Each variable, Ui, may be typed, its domain, 
D(q), restricted, for example, to a range of integer values or to instances of a specified class. 
Each class also contains a set on n-ary relations over V, 
R = {Rj(Ul, ~2,. . .uni), i = 1,. . . m}, 
which are constraints on the legitimate combinations of values that the variables may assume. 
Some of the variables in V are initially bound thereby defining the static properties of the class. 
During recognition, classes are copied to form instances to represent each occurrence of an 
object known or hypothesized to exist in the input. Instances inherit all the relations and 
variables of their class. In particular, instances inherit the composition and specialization 
hierarchies. A new instance, S, of some class is created when the object represented by the class is 
first hypothesized. S records the state of the recognition of the object until it is successful or has 
failed. The recognition of S proceeds by binding each variable in V such that every relation in R 
remains atisfied. S has completed when every variable in V has been consistently bound.t The 
recognition of S fails if some variable, uir 1 5 i 5 njr is forced by the network to have a particular 
value but a relation, 
Rj(~l, . . . , Vi,. . . , uni), 15 j 5 m, 
in S is not defined for that value. 
For example, consider the simple map of Fig. 4(a). This sketch map depicts an island having 
b) 
Fig. 4. A simple sketch map example. 
+Some applications allow specific variables to assume default values if not explicitly bound[6]. 
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an interior mountain range surrounded by a waterbody. The map is represented by the schema 
network of Fig. 4(b) which is an instance, W,, of the World having two composition relations, 
R,, with Geo-System instances, GS, and GS,, which are separated by a Shoreline, SH,. Both 
Geo-Systems contain a relation, R?(SH,), that holds if the interpretation of the instance is 
consistent with the interpretation of SH,. Likewise, SH, has a relation, R1(GS,, GS), which is 
consistent if either GS, has an interpretation as a Landmass (or its specializations I land and 
Mainland) while GS: has an interpretation as a Waterbody (or its specializations Lake and Sea) 
or vice-versa. 
GS, also has a composition relation, R,(MR,), with Mountain-Range, MR,. If MR, is 
temporarily excluded from the sketch map, then the interpretations for both Geo-Systems are 
ambiguous. Including MR, forces a final interpretation. R4(MR,) specializes the interpretation 
of GS2 to be a Landmass (Mountains are necessarily land features). As well, R,(SH,) in GS, 
further refines GS, to be an Island (a landmass urrounded by a shoreline is an island). These 
constraints can now propagate through the network. R3(GS,, GSJ in SH, forces the 
interpretation of SH, to be the Coastline of an Island. This refinement, in turn, forces R2(SH,) in 
GS, to specialize GS, to a surrounding Waterbody. The interpretation of the network is now 
complete. 
3. SEARCH IN SCHEMA NETWORKS 
Unfortunately, recognition usually requires search. In schema representations, the purpose 
of the search is to construct a network of schema instances from the composition and 
specialization hierarchies to correctly represent he input data. The search is a non-deter- 
ministic and therefore inefficient process for two reasons. First, input symbols can be highly 
ambiguous in their immediate or local interpretation. Second, the knowledge base may have 
inadequate descriptive power to disambiguate he interpretation of the individual symbols. 
3.1 Top-down mechanisms 
In general, search in schema networks can be characterized as either top-down or bottom- 
up. Top-down search is well understood. Minsky, in his original frame systems paper [6], 
proposed a purely top-down, goal-driven scheme. Schank[S], Abelson[7], Charniak [9] and 
others have relied on similar mechanisms for episode understanding. Unfortunately, a number 
of acknowledged eficiencies exist with this approach: 
(1) A schema must explicitly be hypothesized as a likely subgoal (by some higher schema) 
before its knowledge can be employed to recognize an instance of its class from the input data. 
An essential property of the schema representation is modularity. Knowledge particular to the 
recognition of a schema is wholly contained within it. Therefore, before its expertise can be made 
available to constrain and guide the search process, the schema must first be made an active 
hypothesis. For example, consider a Geo-System instance. For a given input sketch map, it should 
contain a variety of River-Systems, Road-Systems, Mountain-Ranges, Shorelines, and Towns. 
Unfortunately a commitment must be made to a correct subschema s a subgoal before evidence 
can be discovered confirming that decision. The choice must be made on “blind expectation” alone. 
(2) The pursuit of alternate subgoals is failure driven, 
A schema instance can contain a number of possible combinations of its subschemata. Since 
alternate compositions of subschemata form mutually exclusive interpretations, top-down search 
forces the independent pursuit of their subgoals. Two different implementation techniques are 
widely employed. 
In depth-first search, the alternate subgoals are ordered and explored in sequence. Un- 
fortunately, the mechanism for activating alternatives, called automatic backtracking, is com- 
pletely failure driven. Each untried subgoal must wait its turn until the failure of every 
predecessor in the sequence permits it to be the current hypothesis. Depth-first search requires 
exponential computing time for both its worst case and, frequently, its average case behaviour. 
In the Geo-System example, every chain in the input sketch must be interpreted as a 
component of some Geo-System. Yet, a particular chain meandering in the interior of the 
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Geo-System might be either a Road-System or a River-System. In top-down, depth-first search, a 
choice must be made to, say, the Road-System as a subgoal. Likewise, this schema must order and 
attempt i s own subgoals. Only if the chain eventually cannot be interpreted as a Road-System, will 
the River-System subgoal be explored. 
Breadth-first search, on the other hand, often exhibits better performance. Alternate subgoals 
are explored in pseudo-parallel. Each subgoal is called to return a value but the internal state of 
the subgoal (and the state of its own subgoals) is retained. If the value it returned is later found 
to be inappropriate, then the subgoal can be recalled to attempt a new value. Unfortunately, 
breadth-first search is very inefficient in its use of memory space and its worst case time 
requirements are also exponential. 
Many embellishments have been added to improve top-down search especially in game 
playing programs [43]. Kaplan [22] has implemented a natural language parser which allows pursuit 
of individual subgoals in either depth or breadth-first order. 
(3) Identical subgoals must be explored independently. 
In top-down search, a schema may be successful at achieving a number of its subgoals. If, 
however, a subsequent and necessary subgoal should fail, the schema must itself return a 
failure to its caller. Later, the system may re-compute some of those identical subgoals. This 
pathological behaviour has been called thrashing [ 161. 
To avoid thrashing, a number of techniques have been advanced. Woods[42] employed a 
“well-formed substring table” in his parser to retain partial results in the event of failure. 
Likewise, a similarity network[6], first used by Winston[l7] in his iearning system, can be 
employed to associate a set of replacement schemata with each schema. If the schema fails to 
satisfy one of its subgoals, itcan consult he similarity network to recommend a replacement based 
on its mismatch to the observed input. The failing schema then attempts to map its correctly bound 
variables into the variables of the new schema nd then passes control to it. Unfortunately, this 
mechanism assumes both that a mapping exists from the failing schema to each next candidate and 
that the similarity network is sufficiently complete that relatively few inexplicable failures occur. 
Such surprises force the system to rely on automatic backtracking to continue the search. 
The three deficiencies in top-down search noted above require the system to hypothesize the 
correct interpretation before it can be found. Otherwise, the system must laboriously try 
hypothesis after hypothesis until a correct schema or at least a “near miss”[l7] is found. Such a 
paradox has been identified in computer vision research as the “chicken and egg 
problem”[l9,20]. The difficulty stems from the fact that a particular schema must be chosen as 
a plausible hypothesis and attempted before any of its expertise becomes available to guide the 
search. Its knowledge comes too late! More flexible mechanisms are needed. 
3.2 Bottom-up mechanisms 
At the other extreme, bottom-up search can avoid some of the pitfalls of top-down search. 
An instance need only be recognized once. When complete, it is used as a component in every 
schema higher in the composition hierarchy of which it can be part. Each such higher schema 
becomes a supergoal of the completed instance and is invoked to look for its remaining 
components. The result is concurrently active hypotheses thereby directly eliminating the 
chicken and egg problem. However, no particular schema is in control to guide the recognition 
process. Again recognition is blind. What is needed are mechanisms which allow top-down 
search to give overall guidance, yet permit bottom-up techniques to circumvent he inefficien- 
cies of purely top-down schemes. 
3.3 Procedural methods 
A promising approach is the use of procedures within schemata to control search. Schemata 
can contain both declarative and procedural knowledge, an advantage over other purely 
declarative knowledge representations [2]. The purpose of a procedure local to a schema class is to 
heuristically guide the search process for instances of that class by augmenting global uniform 
search techniques. 
A method [44] is a procedure attached to a variable slot, vi, in a class. Following the 
terminology of [2], methods are of two basic types: servants and demons. A servant is a 
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method that, when associated with an unbound variable, vi, in some instance, S, can be invoked 
to search for a value for t’i that is consistent with the relations in S. Demons have a com- 
plementary purpose. When a variable, Ui, is bound to a value, the associated emon can be 
invoked to use the newly acquired information to guide the search for the remaining unbound 
variables in S. 
A number of investigators have studied the interaction of top-down and bottom-up 
search[22, 23, 45, 461. For example, Freuder[24] developed a system to recognize common 
hammers from digital photographs by using features computed in the image as cues to invoke 
goals. When a goal has been satisfied, it may result in the creation of additional higher goals. A 
priority queue is used to schedule goals. Unfortunately, priority queues attempt o encode 
complex control interactions as simple scalar quantities. Instead, Rumelhart and Ortony [51 have 
argued for: 
. . . the activation of a schema as being like the invocation of a procedure. . . However, 
unlike ordinary procedure calls, in which the flow of control is only from procedure to 
subroutine, the flow of control in a schema system operates both ways. It is as though a 
given procedure not only could invoke its own subroutines (conceptually driven processing) 
but also could invoke those procedures in which it was itself a subroutine (data-driven 
processing). Finally, one must image these procedures as all operating simultaneously (p, 
46). 
What remains to be defined, and the essence of the problem, is the definition of a suitable 
control regime to coordinate the efforts of the multiple active schemata. 
4. FORMAL PARSING ALGORITHMS 
As a step towards defining an effective control regime, we examine the types of formal 
recognition algorithms developed for parsing context-free languages. In particular, the bottom- 
up parser of Earley[3] will be discussed in some detail. 
4.1 Context-free parsing 
Context-free parsing can be viewed as a restricted recognition domain. In parsing, the 
knowledge base is a phrase structure grammar[25]. The input is a string of symbols in the 
alphabet of the language, and if the input belongs to the language described by the grammar, the 
output is a structural description of the input, called a parse tree, and failure otherwise. 
Formally, a context-free grammar, CFG, is: 
G = (Vn, Vt, P, S), 
where Vn is an alphabet of non-terminal symbols, Vt is the alphabet of terminal symbols, P is 
a set of production rules, and S is a distinguished member of Vn called the start symbol. 
Each rule in P is a pair of the form: 
where A is in an element of Vn and is called the left-hand-side (LHS) of the rule and (Y is a 
string of symbols from { Vn U Vr} and is called the right-hand-side (RHS).t Since a may contain 
symbols in Vn which necessarily appear as the LHS of some rule in P, G represents an 
hierarchical knowledge base. Parsing context-free languages is inherently a search of this 
hierarchy. 
Both top-down and bottom-up parsing algorithms have been developed exhibiting well 
understood properties 1261. In general, such algorithms are straightforward but inefficient for 
non-deterministic CFGs. At each point in the parse where more than a single rule could be 
used to generate part of the sentence, the parser must allow for every possibility. This 
non-determinism can be simulated by employing automatic backtrack control. Performance for 
these parsers, in worst case, requires order C” time for some constant C and an input sentence 
tWe will use the Greek alphabet to represent strings from (Vn .!J Vtl, Capital Roman to represent symbols in Vn, and 
lower Roman for symbols in Vt. 
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of length n-symbols. By heuristically ordering the productions of P which share the same LHS, 
some constant improvements in performance can be achieved. But for ill-formed inputs, ail 
productions till must be tried. More typically, by suitably restricting the language of G, which 
is an acceptable compromise for programming languages, parsers having performance linear 
with length n-symbols can be constructed. Neither of these enhancements make parsing an 
appealing model for A.I. recognition. 
4.2 Earley’s parsing algorithm 
There are, however, algorithms for parsing arbitrary context-free languages which are much 
more efficient han the exponential behaviour described above[27]. In particular, the method of 
Earley[31 operates in polynomial times, Cn3 in worst case, and better in most cases. 
The algorithm is an efficient bottom-up recognizer that can operate directly from any CFG 
that is not left-recursive. Moreover, it does not require automatic backtracking to handle 
non-determinism but instead dynamically inverts portions of the grammar as required to 
interpret he input sentence. Conceptually, the algorithm creates a process for some rule, A+LY, 
in P whenever (and not until) A could be part of some global interpretation beginning at the 
current symbol in the input. This is called the left-context mechanism. Each process attempts to 
recognize an instance of its rule’s LHS, A, by finding a sentential form in the input satisfying 
each symbol in its RHS, a. The result is a control tree of competing and cooperating processes. 
Cooperating processes occur when a = yB6 for B an element of Vn. At least one subprocess i  
created for B when it could appear next in the input, that is, when y has just been recognized. 
Competing processes occur when more than a single rule in P has the same LHS, A. A 
subprocess is created for each such rule. The goal of each process is the same and their 
successes are mutually exclusive. 
The essential problem for the algorithm is the efficient coordination of these processes. The 
algorithm can be viewed as a “bookkeeping” scheme for the simulation of multiple bottom-up 
processes operating on the same input. As well, it provides a process scheduling mechanism 
that invokes processes only when they are currently appropriate to recognition. 
The algorithm is defined as follows. We are given a CFG, G, as above and an input sentence: 
w = ala2a3.. . a, 
with every ai in V,, 15 i 5 n. We define a parse item to be: 
[A+a ’ p, il 
for rule A+@ and 0 5 i I n. An item represents the internal state of a process charged with 
the recognition of a non-terminal symbol A starting at position i in w. The parse dot, “ . “, 
between (Y and p marks what portion, a, of the RHS has already been recognized and what 
part, 0, yet needs to be found. 
For steps j, 0 5 j I n, the algorithm constructs parse lists, Qi, of items. An item, 
[A --$ (Y . p, i], 0 5 i I j, is an element of the parse list, Q, if and only if a sentential form, yA6, 
with y=a,a?... ai can be derived from the start symbol, S, and (Y = a(+,. . . . ai. That is, i 
through j bracket he portion of w derivable from Q and the rule, A-*@, can be used in a valid 
derivation of w upto position j. In other words, all items in Qi represents derivations that agree 
with w at least to position j. 
The algorithm is initialized by forming a parse list, Go, containing the items [S-*.a,O] for 
each rule S+(Y in P. As each new symbol aj+i of w is processed, the algorithm generates a new 
parse list, Q+,. The cycle is continued until the last symbol a, is read and Qn generated. 
However, the algorithm is halted if some new Qj+l is empty indicating w is not a valid sentence 
in the language of G. If at the end of the sentence, any item, [S+a., 01, is contained in Qn, then 
the algorithm succeeds accepting w. 
The algorithm proceeds by the repeated application of three functions called the predictor, 
scanner, and completer. First, the predictor computes from the rules in P and the current valid 
left-context what rules may be involved in derivations to follow. Conceptually, it spawns new 
processes to look for the applications of these rules. If the item, [A+a.B& i], is an element of 
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ai.. . a.. . . . . . . ‘a” 1 
Fig. 5. Predictor. 
ai . . . . ajaj+l . . . . . . .a, 
Fig. 6. Scanner. 
AA 
ak . . . aiai+l . . . aj . . . . .a” 
Fig. 7. Completer. 
parse list, Qj, and B+S is a rule in P, then a new item, [B+.S, j] is added to Q. The index, j, in 
the new item indicates at position in W, a new process was created to look for the RHS of rule, 
B+S. Figure 5 illustrates the portion to the left of the parsing dot already recognized and the 
part predicted to be recognized to the right of the dot by the application of the rule for B. 
Next, the scanner function, by reading the input symbol, Oj+l, generates eed items for the 
next parse list, Qi+,. For each item, [B + (Y. UP, i], that is contained in Qj, such that a = aj+l, the 
item, [B+aa.P, i], is added to Qj+l. The scanner propagates all processes in Qj to the next 
parse list that were expecting the symbol, ai+,, to appear next in W. As is shown in Fig. 6, the 
scanner increments the internal state of a process by moving the parsing dot one terminal 
symbol to the right in the item. 
The completer function performs bottom-up reductions of sentential forms that appear as 
the RHS of production rules in P to their corresponding LHS. If [B-t&, i] is an element of Q,, 
then the non-terminal, B, has been recognized in w. The rule B+S has provided a valid 
derivation of the substring, ai+,. . . 0, of W. From Qi, the originating item, [A+a.BP, k] is 
retrieved and propagated as [A+ c&./3, k] into Qj+l. The completer acts as a scanner for 
non-terminal symbols, as is shown in Fig. 7. For examples of the parser’s behaviour on sample 
context-free grammars, see [26]. 
5. RECOGNITION MECHANISMS FOR SCHEMATA 
In this section. we present an overview of a control regime for schema-based 
recognition based on the formal recognition techniques developed above. The elegance of the 
parsing method of Earley makes it tempting as a metaphor for control in schemata. Recognition 
in A.I. domains endures similar constraints as formal recognition. In fact, others have 
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considered applying Earley’s algorithm in A.I.[28,29]. Unfortunately, for our purposes, it 
exhibits a number of limitations: 
(1) The algorithm is defined only for context-free grammars. Artificial Intelligence tasks 
(natural anguage understanding in particular) are believed to be at least context-sensitive. As 
well, large knowledge bases are too complex and diverse to be expressed as phrase structure 
grammars [38]. 
(2) Parsing assumes an intrinsically ordered input. Unfortunately, many A. I. recognition 
tasks do not have an ordered input. For example, the input to computer vision systems is 
typically a two-dimensional rray containing perhaps lo5 picture elements (pixels) from which 
an unordered set of features may be extracted and employed as the actual input data. 
(3) Earley’s algorithm supports only bottom-up recognition. There is no integration of 
top-down and bottom-up search, as has been argued is necessary. 
(4) Parsing algorithms employ a uniform interpreter. The notion of procedural methods to 
heuristically guide recognition is not defined. 
(5) Technically, the predictor function of Earley’s algorithm would be prohibitively expen- 
sive for large knowledge-bases. By exploiting the sequential nature of the input and by keeping 
the size of the grammar small, prediction does not proliferate in parsing. This is not possible for 
unrestricted A. I. tasks. 
To overcome these shortcomings, we will consider Earley’s algorithm only to be a multi- 
process bookkeeping scheme for coordinating simultaneous competing and cooperating oals, 
as mentioned earlier. We define three recognition phases called expectation, matching and 
completion which are analogues of the three parsing functions: the predictor, scanner, and 
completer, respectively. 
5.1 Expectation 
An expectation for a variable, Vi, in an instance, S, is the projection onto the domain of ui of 
all its values that remain consistent with the relations defined in S. More precisely, for 
variables, uI, . . . Vi_17 i 5 nj, in V which are already bound, the expectation, Ei(Ui), for Ui is the 
subset of the domain, D(Ui)l for which there exists legitimate values for the remaining unbound 
variables, ui+l,. . uni, such that 
Rj(Vlr *. a Vi-19 vi, Vi+19 *.. uni), j= l,... m. 
The set of expectations, E = {Ei( Vi), 15 i 5 k}, for all the variables, V, in S represents what 
information to search for in order to complete the recognition of S. From a control perspective, 
expectations serve two purposes. In top-down search, a schema’s expectations provide parameters 
to guide subschemata assubgoals. A subgoal for vi can succeed only if returns a value in Ei(Ui).t In 
bottom-up search, the expectations of S restrict which subschemata of S can invoke it as a 
supergoal. A subschema instance can only bind to Vi if it is in Ei(Ui).t 
We draw an analogy between a schema, A, and a context-free production rule, A-* c@, where 
cr and p represent collections of variables of the schema. The domains of these variables may 
be either primitive values from the input (terminal symbols) or subschemata (non-terminal 
symbols). It is assumed that the variables in a have already been bound and the xariables for fi 
remain to be filled. The state of this schema instance can be represented by the parse item, 
where the dot separates bound and unbound variables and the index, i, references the instance 
which created A. So far in this parsing analogy, the recognition of p is context-free and does 
not depend on any constraints established by IX Furthermore, the sequential nature of parsing 
ensures that /I need not be predicted until LX has been found. 
In schema-based recognition, neither assumption may be valid. First, the expectations 
computed for p depend on the particular instantiation for CL For example, consider a Geo- 
System instance from Mapsee2. Geo-Systems are specific compositions of their component 
+E,(v,) is a necessary but not sufficient constraint on any final value for r, in S 
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parts. If a Shoreline for the Geo-System is found, then the boundary of that component ((u) 
constrains the possible location, size, and interpretation of every other component (p) of the 
Geo-System. 
Second, expectations cannot depend on a sequential ordering of the input. Components (Y 
and p may be presented to the system in specific order (e.g. episode understanding) or they may 
be discovered in arbitrary order (e.g. computer vision). Considering the Geo-System example 
further, an instance of this schema must be recognizable regardless of the order in which its 
component Road-Systems, River-Systems, and Mountain-Ranges are found. 
Unfortunately, relaxing the ordering constraint plus allowing schemata to be arbitrarily rich 
compositions of other schemata can make expectation an expensive process. In general the 
expectations for an instance must be recomputed whenever the state of the instance changes 
perhaps entailing an encyclopaedic tour of the knowledge base. To alleviate this problem, 
expectations can be separated into two categories: dynamic and static. 
Dynamic expectations follow faithfully the algorithm developed by Earley. They retain the 
left-context mechanism at the expense of prediction. No expectations are made for any variable 
in a or p of A until A can legitimately be part of some global interpretation of the input. 
Consequently, no anomalous appearance of A in the input is allowed to be recognized. 
On the other hand, static expectations can avoid the expense of prediction by sacrificing the 
left-context. Initial context-free xpectations are pre-compiled for every variable in A as static 
properties of the class. The use of static expectations are implicit in most discussions of 
schemata[2, 6, 8, 18, 211. Static expectations, besides avoiding the potential prediction 
explosion, are able to handle unpredicted appearances of objects and partially well-formed 
inputs. Their major disadvantage is the loss of the left-context mechanism which postpones 
detection of errors, or worse, allows erroneous compositions. 
5.2 Matching 
Recognition in schemata representations has been described as a semantic pattern match of 
the knowledge base to the input data[21]. This process has two parts: The use of features, or 
cues, computed from the input data to find candidate schemata in the knowledge base, followed 
by an attempt o match the expectations of each candidate to the data. In natural anguage 
understanding, cues can be words or parts of speech suggesting a particular schema. In 
computer vision, cues are often derived features such as edges, regions, and shapes. First, we 
consider the problems involved in matching and leave until Section 5.3 the problem of finding 
likely candidates. 
The matching phase can be compared to the scanner function. We assume an active 
instance, B, analogous to some parse rule, B+aa/?, for collections of variables, (Y and p, and a 
single variable, “a”. Associated with each variable is a method (a “demon”) which knows how 
to guide the recognition of B based on the satisfaction of its expectation. 
We assume for convenience that all the components of B are ordered. If the current state of B is 
such that every variable in (Y is bound, then the parse item 
[B+a.ap] 
represents that state where “a” is an unbound variable in B containing acurrent expectation. If
data satisfying the expectation for “a” is subsequently found in the input, then the variable’s 
method is invoked. Once invoked, the method can employ the newly acquired information to guide 
the search for the remaining variables, p. 
However, the method is not restricted to continuing the search using only bottom-up 
techniques. By considering each method, once invoked, to be an independent process whose 
purpose is to guide the recognition of the instance to which it is attached, an integration of 
top-down and bottom-up search can be realized. In particular, three distinct modes of search 
are possible: top-down, bottom-up, and a hybrid combination of the two. 
If the success of finding a and “a” indicates a high probability of finding /3 and the relations 
in B, given a and “a”, can sufficiently restrict the expectations of p, then top-down search for 
p is warranted. Top-down search is best viewed as useful for confirming the last details of an 
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instance after sufficient evidence has been collected to be confident of success. A subgoal is 
then attempted for each variable in p. 
On the other hand, if little or no evidence has been found for an instance, B, then bottom-up 
search is appropriate for inferring that B should be an active hypothesis. When the 
expectation for “a” is matched and its method invoked, the method recomputes the expec- 
tations for the remaining variables in B from the new constraints implied by “a” and halts. 
When some expection for B is subsequently matched, another method of B will be invoked to 
continue the recognition of B. 
It is clear that a schema can heuristically switch back and forth between top-down and 
bottom-up modes as is advantageous. However, it is also possible to blend the desirable 
properties of both methods into a hydrid mode. In the above discussion, after the method for 
“a” had recomputed the expectations remaining for B, its task was over. Some other method 
associated with a variable in B, if invoked, would continue the recognition for B. Instead of halting, 
however, after a method recomputes the expectations for the remaining unbound variables in its 
instance, it can retain control to direct the bottom-up search for components which will match 
those expectations. If it is successful, then other methods in the same instance, B, will be invoked 
to continue the search. 
On the other hand, if it fails or finds components which match the expectations of other 
instances, then the methods of those instances will be invoked. The advantage is that the 
schema can employ its methods to look for evidence matching its own expectations without a 
commitment to top-down search. As long as those expectations are matched, the schema retains 
control. However, as soon as evidence is recognized supporting the expectations of a different 
schema, control is appropriately transferred to that schema. 
Since an instance may have an arbitrary number of variables, the process of matching an 
expectation, refining the expectations for the remaining variables, and directing observation for 
new cues forms an expectation/matching cycle, which is illustrated in Fig. 8. Each active 
instance has its own cycle which may exist concurrently with those of every other instance in 
the network. 
5.3 Completion 
The paradigm of invoking models (schemata) via cues is dominant in computer vision[32]. 
The complexity of vision tasks has necessitated a bottom-up, yet model-driven approach. A major 
problem in vision systems has been the reliance on low-level cues computed irectly from the input 
data to invoke high-level models[31]. Such cues are highly ambiguous, matching the expectations 
of too many models. Indeed this deficiency is the problem of selecting appropriate candidate 
schemata from the knowledge base. What is needed is a high-level retrieval mechanism that fetches 
appropriate candidates by employing high-level abstract cues. 
Such a mechanism is the cue/model hierarchy[30]. A schema can function both as a model 
and a cue. When an instance, S, of some class has been recognized, S becomes an abstract cue 
for other schemata higher in the composition hierarchy. In top-down search, S was necessarily 
called as a subgoal and must return its success (or failure) to its caller. However, in bottom-up 
search, S has no explicit caller. Instead, it must return its success to every higher schema of 
which it may be part as a supergoal. 
EXPECTATIONS OBSERJATIONS 
matches 
L CUE. J 
DISCOVERY 
Fig. 8. Expectation/Matching cycle. 
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EXPECTATIONS OBSERVATIONS 
matchesj_ C::;g 
DISCOVERY 
Fig. 9. Recursive recognition cycle. 
Completion for schemata iscomparable to the parsing completer function. We are given one or 
more instances, A, analogous to the rule, A +cxB& such that the state of A is represented by 
[A+(u.B@, i] 
and another instance, B, from the rule, B-P y. B is currently a non-primitive xpectation of A, 
that is, B is predicted to be a subschema component of A. If B succeeds in recognizing all of its 
components in y, then B is a cue for the invocation of every schema, A, which has an 
expectation for B. Each A successfully matched by B is invoked and its state advanced to 
[A+crB$, i]. 
Completion provides a high-level retrieval mechanism which is itself recognition. Low-level 
schemata re invoked by low-level cues computed irectly from the input. High-level schemata 
are invoked by abstract cues computed recursively as the result of recognition. Figure 9 
illustrates this recursive recognition cycle. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have attempted to examine schema-based recognition. By comparing 
current methodology in Artificial Intelligence to better understood techniques in parsing theory, 
A different perspective on issues of control and search in schemata representations is obtained. 
We argued that integrated top-down and bottom-up search guided by procedural methods local 
to each schema is necessary to avoid the inefficiency of uniform search techniques. 
A control structure model for schemata was presented that has the desired capabilities. The 
model handles non-determinigm efficiently by using a hierarchy of cues to invoke appropriate 
schemata. Only those higher schemata for which the completed instance is a plausible cue need 
be attempted removing the need for priority queues and a separate schema retrieval 
mechanism. 
Finally, since methods attached to schemata re independent processes, both top-down and 
bottom-up search can be employed. The choice is made by the schema itself based on its 
estimation of the likelihood of success. If success is not forthcoming, a method can 
re-compute xpectations for its schema nd either wait for further collaborative vidence to be 
found or direct the bottom-up search for that evidence. 
6.1 Related models 
A number of other control models have been proposed recently for recognition 
[30.33,37]. For example. Mackworth [30] has suggested a cycle of perception model as shown in 
Fig. 10 which he attributes to the early computer vision research of Roberts[36]. In this model, 
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MODEL CUE 
VERIFICATION DISCOVERY 
Fig. IO. Mackworth’s cycle of perception. 
4 VIEW SKETCH PICTURE DOMAIN 
I 
: 
CUES 
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Scene 
t 
INSTANTIATED SCENE DOMAIN 
MODEL CUES 
\/ 
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Fig. It. Kanade’s model for image understanding. 
recognition is seen as an iterative process. Cues are used to invoke appropriate models (schemata) 
which attempt to verify their hypotheses by observation. Successful models cause the elaboration 
of the consequences of their hypotheses resulting in the discovery of new cues. 
Although the necessity of a theory of control in schema-based recognition is generally 
accepted, it has not been sufficiently characterized. To this end, we offer the methodology 
presented in this paper. 
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